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Strengths weaknesses: Graduate artist – Graphic journalist

For anyone to reach their full potential they need to have an understanding of their own 
strengths and weaknesses. People tend to be most happy if their job is based on their 

strengths and so jobs should be focused on these strengths. People tend to be frustrated if 
their weaknesses become limiting:  Weaknesses can be minimised by understanding and 

effort, and by utilising the skills of other members of the team. 

Below you will see various attributes that are applicable to a graduate artist working at a news 
agency such as Graphic News. Each attribute can be rated between 1 and 10 – 

10 is the best score and 5 is “par” for a graduate with three years of experience. 

Remember there are as many opinions as there are people!  This is not an exam

1. News judgement: Identification of suitable news story

2. Visual composition: Is the eye led through the story
and is it pleasing to look at

3. Identification of headline and storyline of the graphic:
Is it clear what the take home message is and
does the graphic explain this.

4. Artistic skill: Can elements of different types be
drawn – soft objects, metal objects,  people etc. 

5. Visual accuracy:  a) drawing details 

b) locate suitable reference and keep suitable records

6. Words: a) Can suitable captions be written? 
Do they make the point?

b) locate suitable reference and keep suitable records 

7. Packaging: Are graphics packaged reliably (i.e. split
paths, line weights, grouping, CMYK etc)

8. Typography: Are captions well placed and set in
appropriate fonts, points/leading, set width, kerning etc

9. Placed art: Can photographic elements be integrated
within graphic? Use of Photoshop? 

10. Deadlines: Is material produced on time?
Are deadlines understood and worked to? 

11. Contribution to team: Ideas and suggestions  for
graphics and for the business. Interest in  what other
people are doing? 

12. Ability to accept ideas from others:  Is advice sought
when needed (e.g. are visuals shown, with words)
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